Letter from the Chair, Brian K. Payne, PhD

In the 1980s, British rocker Billy Bragg released a song titled “Scholarship is the Enemy of Romance.” Clearly Bragg was never exposed to the scholarship of faculty members in the Department of Criminal Justice at GSU! Because if he were, he would have seen how exciting, idealistic, (and sometimes romantic) scholarship can be.

When we talk about scholarship, we are referring to the whole framework of our jobs – teaching, research, and service. To us, there are few things more exciting (and romantic) than being scholars at Georgia State University. So many things are going on in our Department, in the College of Health and Human Sciences, and at the University that one can’t help but get energized about scholarship. You will read about many of these activities in this newsletter. From changes in our undergraduate program, to growth in our Master’s program and the implementation of our PhD program – to paraphrase another rock legend – “our department is a-changing.” I bet Bob Dylan would never find scholarship unromantic!

While many things are changing, our commitment to students remains as steadfast as ever. I recently had the opportunity to meet with the Sophomore Learning Community and talk about the department and our expectations of students. I shared with them seven things I thought they should do to succeed in our department. First, I told students something other professors have probably told them – show up for all of your classes. Attendance goes a long way towards success. Second, I shared with the SLC students the importance of creating a learning environment. I described how each student’s learning environment might be different, but they needed to proactively figure out what helps them learn. You might not be surprised to hear that my learning environment included some rock music when I was in college. Third, I reminded the students of the importance of having goals. Goals must be set high. If you want to accomplish it, you can. Fourth, I encouraged students to open their eyes, and keep them open, to the world around them. We need to look at our local community, as well as our global community, in order to understand and appreciate our lives. Fifth, I told students to leave their bad habits behind. We all have them. Whether it is procrastination, sloppiness, irrational expectations, or something else, we need to focus on habits that are productive rather than counterproductive. Sixth, students were encouraged to actively participate in Georgia State University activities. Just as faculty members don’t just teach in a classroom, students don’t just learn in a classroom. Finally, the importance of rewarding yourselves for success was stressed. Doing so reinforces our future efforts.

After discussing these seven points, I summarized them for the students:

- Show up for all of your classes
- Create a learning environment
- Have goals
- Open your eyes
- Leave your bad habits behind
- Actively participate in Georgia State University activities
- Reward yourself

As professors, our scholarship entails teaching/learning, research, and service. As students, your scholarship entails the same elements. We are all part of a talented community of scholars at Georgia State University. Together, our scholarship will help to build the future.

I don’t know of anything more idealistic and romantic than that!

Recent Accomplishments

Dr. Brenda Sims Blackwell was recently honored as the co-recipient of Georgia State University’s Outstanding Critical Thinking Through Writing Ambassador’s Report. Dr. Blackwell was also named undergraduate program coordinator. In this role she will lead efforts to promote the undergraduate program and ensure that the program is responsive to students’ needs.

Dr. Timothy Brezina was named doctoral program coordinator for the Criminal Justice and Criminology PhD program. Dr. Brezina will lead the department’s efforts to implement this program. The first cohort of students will enter the program in Fall 2010. As the only program of its kind in the state, great things are expected as this program prepares future scholars.

Dr. Dean Dabney has continued to advance scholarship in his role as editor of Criminal Justice Review and International Criminal Justice Review. The two journals have been housed in the Department since their inception. A recent article published in the Journal of Criminal Justice ranked journals by the number of times articles from different journals were cited in other scholarly publications. Part of the analysis focused on impact factor (e.g., the average number of citations per article) over a two-year timeframe. Criminal Justice Review was 13th out of 67 criminal justice journals. What is particularly impressive about this ranking is that CJR was the highest ranked university-owned journal. In addition to these scholarly pursuits, Dr. Dabney also continues in his efforts to build his yodeling career.

Dr. Wendy P. Guastaferro received the Georgia State University Instructional Effectiveness Award for 2009. The award, which is one of only four given to faculty, is presented to a university faculty member each year for use of instructional approaches that are successful in facilitating learning. Dr. Guastaferro was recognized for her use of group work in her Crime and the Media class. Dr. Guastaferro was presented her award at an awards ceremony held in May. Dr. Guastaferro was also the featured speaker at the College of Health and Human Sciences Honor’s Day ceremony held last spring.

Dr. Joshua Hinkle is the newest addition to our faculty. Dr. Hinkle successfully defended his dissertation this past summer. His dissertation, titled Making sense of broken windows: The relationship between perceptions of disorder, fear of crime, and collective efficacy, focused on the impact of certain policing practices on communities. He has several projects underway that stem from his dissertation. This semester he is teaching Introduction to Criminal Justice. Next semester, he will be teaching Policing. Please join us in welcoming Dr. Hinkle to Georgia State University.

Dr. Brian K. Payne was recently named vice president of the Southern Criminal Justice Association, after serving as second vice president for SCJA. Among other things, in this role he will serve as program chair for the association’s 2010 meetings to be held in Clearwater Beach, Florida. Payne selected the theme of “Using Criminal Justice Research to Improve the Community” for the conference.

Anita Stewart, the Department’s Business Manager, received the College of Health and Human Sciences (CHHS) Staff Excellence Award. She was presented her award during the May meeting of the College.
From the Classroom…Second Year SLC Well Underway, Dr. Dean Dabney

Last year the department launched a curricular innovation aimed at improving undergraduate retention rates and better connecting students to departmental resources. The Sophomore Learning Community (SLC) builds on the tenets of cohort-based learning and cross-course collaboration that the Freshman Learning Community (FLC) has shown to pay dividends at the university level. Under the initiative, a group of interested students is block enrolled in three required courses in the fall term and three classes in the spring.

At the core of the community is a fall class (Pro-seminar in Criminal Justice) that is designed to expose students to departmental resources and get them thinking and working toward career planning. This hub course is paired with two core courses that traditionally pose a problem for majors (Research Methods and Criminology). Assignments are designed to foster understanding and application across the three courses. A similar model is used in the spring term with the overarching goal being to improve performance in these bottleneck courses, while at the same time getting the students invested in the department. Enrollments in last year's SLC were modest (N=12), as we struggled to effectively market the program to students and coordinate its complex administration. This year the department has appointed a full-time faculty member to administer the initiative and serve as the central recruiter and advisor for all SLC students. A Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) component has been added to enhance the discipline-specific writing and communication skills of the students. This year's enrollments have nearly tripled (N=33), approaching max capacity and systematic efforts are underway to assess student outcomes and satisfaction levels. Early indications suggest that the program will yield important benefits for the department and its constituencies. For more information, contact me at cnidad@gsu.edu. I look forward to hearing from you.

From a Criminal Justice Graduate Student…My Perceptions of Georgia State, Johnny Gain

My first few weeks of graduate school at Georgia State University have been very interesting. Adjusting to the new campus has, at times, been very confusing; however, once you figure out that every building is connected by some type of passage, the campus seems less complicated. I am used to a big open campus where one must trek from building to building. At Georgia State, one has to rely on street signs rather than buildings or major landmarks to navigate the campus. Still, when you get right down to it, the experience of starting at a new university is the same regardless of the level of the program.

The faculty at Georgia State University have been very helpful in my adjustment to life at Georgia State. Professors have walked with me to and from classes, so I could learn shortcuts between buildings. With the assistantship program, Dr. Payne has been very patient with me as I learn how he wants things done. He has never seemed annoyed with me despite the multiple questions I have asked him. Overall, this experience has been very exciting. On the one hand, I have this new found confidence as a graduate student, which allows me to interact with the faculty on a more professional level. On the other hand, I still have the nervousness of the new transfer student, who is intimidated by a new campus. I still believe, however, that this will be an exciting new experience for me and I look forward to a great time at Georgia State. I also hope to see you around the department or campus!

Congratulations to our students receiving awards on Honor’s Day last Spring:

- Chris Perrin Memorial Scholarship—Alyssa Stewart, Tatum Dorsey
- Undergraduate Academic Honor Award—Karima A. Ibrahim
- James L. Maddex Scholarship—Janay Michelle Davis, Erin Perry
- Greater Atlanta Chapter of the ASIS Scholarship—Laura Ryan
- Larry E. Quinn Memorial Award—Lillian Robinson
- Phil Peters Memorial Scholarship—Miranda Bauman
- Bobby Jo Chancey Sr. Memorial Scholarship—Hung Tran
- Distinguished Alumni Service Award—Isaiah Mapp, Jr.

From the Research Arena…It Takes A Village, Dr. Brent Teasdale

Public policy solutions to juvenile delinquency frequently focus on parents. In fact, it is occasionally proposed that we punish parents for the misbehaviors of their children. This policy focus on parents is consistent with criminological theorizing about the role of parents in the creation of high self control in their children. In fact, Gottfredson and Hirschi’s *General Theory of Crime* (1990) places primary emphasis on the role of parents in the socialization of high self control in their children. In our article published in *Social Problems*, Eric Silver and I investigated whether the neighborhood context played a role in the socialization of adolescents in middle and high schools across the United States. Using data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, we found that over and above the effects of "under the roof" parenting practices, neighborhoods had an independent effect on the development of self control amongst adolescents. Specifically, adolescents from more socially disorganized (disadvantaged) communities had lower self control than did adolescents from more socially organized (less disadvantaged) neighborhoods. We argue that communities with greater social ties, and more integrated social networks, enable the "under the roof parenting" to extend into the community and school contexts. On the other hand, in less integrated neighborhoods, the socialization activities of parents "under the roof" remain there and other socializing agents take over once the adolescent is beyond the reach of his or her parents, thus diminishing the effects of parental socialization. Thus, policy solutions to juvenile delinquency must not only target parents, but also the environments in which parenting takes place.

From the Community…Georgia International Law Enforcement Exchange Continues Partnerships

On April 6th, the Georgia International Law Enforcement Exchange (GILEE) and the US Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia held a full day special training on International Terrorism and Local Solutions hosted by Georgia Power. Presenters focused on global terrorism, Israel’s counter-terrorism experience, international cooperation, and enhanced disaster preparedness. Dr. Robbie Friedmann took the 17th GILEE delegation to Israel in June following a send-off hosted by Cox Enterprises and featuring remarks from President Becker, Dean Kelley and Dr. Payne. The 18 law enforcement leaders from Georgia, California, and Florida trained with the Israel Police on how to balance the response to terrorism with the response to known criminal activity. On August 14th, GILEE and ASIS International - Greater Atlanta Chapter, convened a summit on “Law Enforcement and Business Continuity: Challenges and Solutions for a New Era” at GSU. Seven federal and state agencies aligned with corporate security representatives discussed operations, challenges and solutions. President Becker welcomed the participants.
Worth Quoting

Faculty in the Department of Criminal Justice are leading scholars who have contributed a wealth of knowledge to Criminal Justice and Criminology. Below are a select few quotes from recent publications that demonstrate how our faculty have contributed to science.

“States contemplating guidelines must contemplate the degree of discretion made available to judges to allow for the consideration of the circumstances surrounding the offense and the offender, including level of culpability, amenability to rehabilitation, and offender’s family status.” Blackwell, Brenda, Holleran, D., & Finn, Mary. “Impact of sentencing guidelines on sex differences in sentencing.” - Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice.

“We found that more than half of the studies that had no statistically significant finding for a no difference null hypothesis evidenced a statistically significant result in the case of a minimal worthwhile treatment effect null hypothesis. In such cases, there is statistical evidence that the programs failed to meet a minimal threshold of success.” Weisburd, D., Lum, C., and Yang, Sue-Ming. “When Can We Conclude That Treatments or Programs “Don’t Work?”” - Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science.

Related to the lack of understanding of the intent and aim of terrorists is the lack of understanding of the measured reactions, and nowhere is it more obvious than in the false dichotomy between “privacy” and “security” as if they are two competing values. There is a need to identify and define what is meant by security, how much of it we want, at what fiscal and at what social price.” Friedmann, Robert. “Homeland Security.” - International CJ Review.

“Attention is also given to whether type of neighborhood is related to attitudes about the Miranda warnings. Findings suggest that while the warnings are perceived in different ways, there are similarities that could bridge the gap between the police and public.” Payne, Brian K., and Guastafero, Wendy. “Attitudes about Miranda warnings.” - Journal of Police and Criminal Psychology.

“Drawing on differential association and social learning theories, our research specifies the social processes...which dictate particular causal pathways leading to and from substance use and then estimates the reciprocal influences among differential association, social pressure from peers, attitudes favorable toward substance use, and individual use,” Reed, Mark, and Wilcox, P. “Peer pressure and adolescent substance use,” - Journal of Quantitative Criminology.

“While prior attempts at theoretical integration have taken various forms, the majority of these attempts have relied on a single-level of explanation. Single level theories, however, have generally fallen short in their ability to explain crime and criminality.” - Mufic, Lisa.


Mastering the Master’s Program, Dr. Barbara Warner

The Master’s Degree program in Criminal Justice at GSU is thriving, and we are very excited about our newest cohort of students who are joining us this Fall. We had 21 students apply for admission in the Fall, and accepted 14. Students applied with undergraduate degrees from universities in Georgia (including GSU, UGA, Georgia Tech, Kennesaw State, and Clark Atlanta), Alabama, Utah, Illinois, North Carolina, New Jersey and Ohio. The average combined GRE scores of students that were admitted to the program was 1001 and the average undergraduate GPA was 3.17. The new students attended an orientation the week before classes and seem to be quickly settling in to their classes and the program. Most of our new students are receiving some form of funding. Several of them are consultants for CTW and WAC courses so you will probably be meeting them in your classes. You might want to ask them about what’s it’s like to be a graduate student. Several second year graduate students will be beginning work on their Master’s theses this year, including Beverly Reese, Sadie Mummert and Lauren Perea, so be sure to ask them about how their studies are going.
Evidence-Based Criminal Justice At Georgia State

Thousands of people have graduated from drug court programs in the United States, nearly 20,000 people in 2005 alone. Drug courts have moved from a pilot intervention in Dade County, Florida to a national phenomenon 20 years later: at year’s end 2007 there were over 2,100 drug courts in operation in the United States. These programs use the court as a therapeutic tool in combination with substance abuse treatment and other ancillary services to move people into recovery and away from criminal behavior.

Dr. Wendy P. Guastaferro continues her work with the DeKalb County Drug Court (DCDC) to implement evidence-based practices (EBP). EBP are those that produce positive outcomes and have been validated by scientific research. Two examples of EBP used in the DCDC are described below.

**EBP #1. Provide intensive services to high risk people.** There are 65-70 participants in the intensive track at any one time. Crack cocaine is the drug of choice for 95% of the DCDC population. On average, participants have an addiction history of 15 years; 10 previous arrests and 14.5 years of criminal activity per participant. Nearly all were homeless at the time of program entry. 1 in 6 has a co-occurring mental health disorder. 70% are parents. The majority enter the program unemployed and without a high school diploma. The DCDC provides substance abuse treatment, group and individual counseling rooted in a cognitive behavioral change model, housing and job placement. In Phase 1 participants meet with the judge every week; are randomly and regularly drug-screened; attend treatment services at least 6 hours/day, 5 days/week; attend weekly NA/AA meetings; have curfews; and must have a job before moving to the next phase. Sanctions include but are not limited to serving time in jail for rule violations or drug use. 62% remained in the program during a 1-year follow up; national retention rates (for high and low risk drug courts) are 60%.

**EBP #2. Treatment must address both substance abuse and criminal thinking patterns.** Participants learn effective social and recovery skills to help them manage their addiction. Each person learns to identify what causes the urge to use drugs and how to respond when facing triggers. Participants are randomly drug-screened 2-3 times a week during the first phase. Drug testing 2 times/week increases the rate of detection to 80%; testing once/week results in just a 35% chance of detection. Criminal behavior is a result of more than drug use however. There are specific thinking patterns that give rise to criminal behavior. These patterns predict negative outcomes but are treatable. Examples include anti-social attitudes and values, impulsivity and a lack of problem-solving skills. The DCDC uses the cognitive behavioral curriculum, Thinking for a Change developed by the National Institute of Corrections, to change thinking patterns. From 2004 - 2008, 16% of DCDC graduates had been re-arrested. Nationally, 2/3 of released offenders recidivate within three years of release. Dr. Guastaferro’s research helped the DeKalb County Drug Court to receive additional funding to expand its efforts. By using her evaluation skills to evaluate the court, officials were able to demonstrate that the practices of the drug court adhered to these evidence-based principles. As a result, the community has benefited from better responses to substance abusers and less re-offending by those graduating from the drug court.

‘We don’t mean to brag, but we will’:

- In 2005, the Department of Criminal Justice had 429 majors. Today, we have 509 majors.
- In 2005, faculty authored seven scholarly journal publications. In 2008, faculty in the Department of Criminal Justice published thirty-four refereed journal articles.
- In Fall 2005, the Department of Criminal Justice produced 4,378 credit hours. In Fall 2009, the Department produced 4,919 credit hours.

How to Do Well in College, Andrea Barber, Criminal Justice Graduate Student

As you now know, you should have acquired the map of campus weeks before the first day of class and scrutinized every route that you intended to take to reach your classrooms. Constantly searching for that bent up piece of paper and standing on Peachtree Street attempting to interpret the composition of downtown Atlanta in the middle of chaos can reduce self-confidence. After the first week’s trauma and being let out of class early, you had to face reality.

Despite the commonly held belief that going to class is overrated, go to class. Attending class allows you to master the material as well as ask questions of your professors. You ever know, you may ask a question that is on the exam. While in class, you should take notes. Try to avoid the temptation of texting and surfing the net. The unfortunate consequence of not taking notes is that you may be stuck borrowing notes from the only person in the class who abbreviates every word in their shorthand note taking style.

I also strongly suggest designating study times in advance, which allows you to manage your time. This is also your very expensive chance to practice your work ethic which is important when obtaining and keeping employment. So, try not to wait until the night before the exam to study. Writing papers the night before they are due may also lead to your demise. As in a real world job, the boss expects quality work. These expectations cannot be met with a last ditch effort to complete the task. Also contrary to “college student life law,” the benefits of not procrastinating lead to a far more fulfilling social life. Taking care of you body is also crucial to scholarly development. In a college atmosphere this is very difficult. Yes, caffeine and energy drinks are our friends but maybe they can be ditched one night a week, so that you can at least get some sleep.

Lastly, I know that for some of you the title of Doctor may be intimidating, but it is vital that you get to know your professors on some level. This will allow you to access them in the future if you wish to seek a subsequent degree. I will tell you that it is very difficult to approach three faculty members that do not know your name and ask for letters of recommendation. On that note, never beg them for extra credit. If you do, you have most likely just ruined any chance that the whole class may benefit from surprise extra credit. This type of extra credit pleases the instructors as well as providing a short lived excitement about the exam or extra assignment for the students. All of these tips may seem very basic, but if you incorporate them to fit your lifestyle then you are destined for success.
Our Scholarship is Romance

Faculty members in the Department of Criminal Justice are active as teachers and researchers. They strike a balance often missing in research universities. Many of you have been exposed to their teaching skills. In terms of research, the faculty have already published two books and two dozen scholarly journal articles this year. Below is a selected list of these publications.

Books:

Articles:

Teasdale, Brent. Mental disorder and violent victimization. Criminal Justice and Behavior.

Letter from CJSA President, Steven S. Fields

As the newly elected President of the Criminal Justice Student Association (CJSA), I am excited about the upcoming year for us. If one were to look at previous years, it is obvious that times have changed drastically due to a number of factors. However, one thing that will never change in our lifetime is the need for justice, for criminals and victims alike.

This year, it is my hope for our association to be more involved with the greater Atlanta community, particularly our local law enforcement agencies. To accomplish this goal, we seek to assist our local law enforcement agencies in their community service projects such as: neighborhood cleanups, the annual Olympic Torch runs, and other projects that are solely targeted towards giving back to the community and those less fortunate than us.

The CJSA takes pride in being a part of this university system and appreciates its students, especially those who are dedicated to serving the community for the greater good. The CJSA intends to implement a student’s police academy. The purpose of this academy is twofold; it is designed to give students insight into the inner workings of law enforcement and their daily operations, but is also designed to be a fun event, allowing students to have a chance to act as police officers under the watchful eye of professionals.

As spring approaches we look forward to having our annual career fair, not only to enhance our relationships with surrounding agencies, but to create opportunities for students as they move on to the professional world. The career fair gives agencies a chance to choose from the cream of the crop in a central location. Our graduates include a wide array of students with numerous talents, who are ready to serve their community.

I believe there are three ways in which students and teachers can benefit from all of these activities. First, participation is the key ingredient to taking advantage in these opportunities. We need students to be at events, and be open to new ideas and to be involved with the community.

Involvement, then, is the second ingredient to success. Many ideas are taking form within the organization, and most of the best ideas come from our students. We need students who will use their ideas to become the leaders that this university needs.

Finally, the organization, and the criminal justice department, needs feedback from you. Your feedback is critical to our success as an organization and as a department. The great ideas and values of our students from different cultures and beliefs is what enriches this organization. I believe this is our path to a promising future.

I look forward to leading the Criminal Justice Student Association as we take advantage of each opportunity afforded us in beautiful downtown Atlanta.
Faculty Spotlight, Dr. Lisa Muftič

My quest for conducting research started quite early. In high school I took it upon myself to take an English writing assignment a step further and gather my own research. My chosen topic: hate groups. I don’t remember how or where I located the mailing addresses of several hate groups (there was no internet), but I did, and I wrote a series of well-crafted letters requesting materials (pamphlets, handouts, whatever they had and could send me). Of course, I never asked for my teacher’s nor my parents’ permission to go forward with this “field” research (and there was no IRB). It didn’t cross my mind that my research methodology might not be the most solid, not to mention safe.

What harm could it do? It seemed so simple: I’d send them a couple of bogus letters expressing interest in their twisted ideology; they’d send me some colorful propaganda; I’d use this “literature” to write my paper and even attach a few of the documents as appendices to my paper and presto, I’d have the best paper in class! After all, no one else in the class was conducting original research. I was sure that my paper would be one my teacher would talk about for years. . . . I wasn’t entirely wrong.

It didn’t take long until the literature started rolling in. Some of it was kind of amusing (misspelled words, typos, outrageous claims, etc.); most of it was downright disgusting. But all-in-all the process was very exciting — until the phone started ringing. Mr. Ryberg? This is so-and-so from the “I-Hate-Everyone” organization. We received a letter from your daughter asking for our help. We’d like to come by for a visit. Let’s just put it like this; my parents were not pleased; nor was my English teacher. But it all worked out in the end, I got an A (after all it was the best in the class), and 15+ years later my high school English teacher still talks about my imaginative (bordering on crazy) research project!

While I am no longer interested in studying organized hate groups, the overall experience solidified my passion for combining field research with writing. Today my (IRB approved) research and teaching energies are largely centered on three areas: Gender Based Violence (primarily examining the impact self defense plays on the phenomenon of dual arrest in intimate partner violence, characteristics of women arrested for intimate partner violence, and gender based violence in post-conflict areas), Criminological Theory (focusing on the advancement of theory through integration and utilization of quantitative research methods), and Community Corrections (highlighting issues related to how various correctional programs implement service activities, the characteristics of clients engaged in these services, and whether any of these client characteristics and service activities are related to various program outcomes, including completion of court orders or subsequent recidivism).

I am very fortunate in that at my current position at GSU I am surrounded by colleagues who share my enthusiasm for original scholarship. Furthermore, my earlier “data collection” attempts pale in comparison to some of the research conducted by CJ faculty (interviewing street robbers, riding along with homicide detectives, visiting supermax prisons, and touring disaster areas to just name a few). It’s an exciting place to be and I am looking forward to what the future holds in store.

(Editor’s note: check out Dr. Muftić’s classes in Spring 2010. She will be teaching Criminal Justice Policy Analysis and Correctional Alternatives. Make sure you register early because these classes will fill up quickly).

San Bernardino Valley Broken Windows Policing Experiment

Over the last two decades, “Broken Windows Policing” has become a central component of police strategies to combat crime and disorder. But surprisingly, Broken Windows Policing itself has not been subject to sustained empirical examination. Dr. Joshua Hinkle is working with scholars from George Mason University and California State University, San Bernardino to address this knowledge gap by conducting a randomized, experimental evaluation of Broken Windows Policing in three cities in the San Bernardino Valley area of California. Questions addressed in this study will be whether broken windows policing reduced disorder and crime, made residents feel safer, and increased collective community efficacy. This project is being funded by the National Institute of Justice.

Wisdom from Your Undergraduate Program Coordinator, Dr. Brenda Sims Blackwell

With the start of a new academic year, students at Georgia State University are finding many changes. New buildings are on campus, new programs (football) are on the verge of emerging, and the campus, despite economic circumstances, seems to be brimming with energy. I am lucky to be taking over as the undergraduate coordinator for the Department of Criminal Justice from the capable hands of Dr. Sue Carter Collins, and I will continue to usher in changes initiated under her leadership.

The most obvious curricular change involves the official, university-wide implementation of the Critical Thinking through Writing (CTW) initiative. Students entering GSU this semester (as true freshmen and women or as transfer students) must complete two CTW courses within their major. Our department has piloted this program in two courses, Research Methods in Criminal Justice (CRJU 3020), and Internship Seminar in Criminal Justice (CRJU 4930), and faculty have been actively engaged in discussions about how to better prepare students to think critically and communicate their reasoning abilities through writing in our field. With the official start of CTW on campus this semester, our department and faculty are quite prepared to help students meet these requirements. A third course, Ethics in Criminal Justice (CRJU 4060), has been added to this fall, largely as a result of our internal assessment of CTW in the piloted courses. Within these courses you will find assignments designed to promote your independent and critical thinking skills and the help you improve such skills. If you have questions about the deployment of CTW in our department, I would be happy, as the department’s CTW Ambassador to answer your questions.

As the new Undergraduate Coordinator, and in line with advice students will be receiving from other sources, at the start of this new academic year I would like to remind students that faculty are here to assist you in your learning journey. However, I would also note that you must invest in your own education as well. To this end, you are encouraged to attend class (on time), to actively engage the materials recommended by their professors (in other words, read those books and articles), to come to class prepared, and to work hard. Dedicating yourself to your education and enlisting the resources of the department and its faculty will surely lead you towards successful completion of your degree. To use the words of Napoleon Hill, “Education comes from within; you get it by struggle and effort and thought.” Welcome!